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Abstract: In this paper an approach for measuring an monitoring the rehabilitation of
patients on monitoring stations via the combined analyses of structured and unstruc-
tured data is presented. Here, the focus is on stroke patients in different rehabilitation
phases. For clarification interviews with IT managers from hospitals and with parts of
the medical staff were carried. Based on the information from the interviews a first
theoretical and a prototypical approach is presented. An outlook towards the possible
evaluation and further work is given.

1 Introduction

In this paper a method with an accompanying software application for measuring and

monitoring a patients rehabilitation on monitoring stations will be presented. On moni-

toring stations lots of documentation is handwritten. For a retrospective assessment, an

analyses in combination with structured data is necassary. Whilst the analyses of struc-

tured data is handled well and also analyzing unstructured data is possible a combination

is not yet possible to the extent necessary [BFG+14]. Other approaches do not combine

structured and unstructured data in a unified analyses process, but extend the structured

database with information gathered from unstructured data. Although approaches for han-

dling huge amounts of unstructured and structured exist in other domains none is is readily

applicable to the health care sector [CCS12].

The stroke is one of the most common diseases in Germany. About six billion Euros are

spent each year for the treatment of the most frequent types1. Most acute stroke patients

are initially treated in so called stroke units which are specialized wards for taking care of

stroke patients. Patients who suffer from a severe stroke and fall into a coma are treated in

1see diagnosis code I60, I61, I63, I65 at www.gbe-bund.de - last visited 2014-04-14
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different phases, labeled from A to F [USG10]. Phase A describes the acute phase, phase

B the early stages of rehabilitation, phase C the early mobilization, phase D the rehabili-

tation, phase E the outpatient follow-up and phase F the integration and participation. It is

possible for each phase to be carried out by a different institution. Just in one phase a huge

amount of unstructured date is created and collected for individual patients. For example, a

patient can stay in phase B for a very long time depending on the process of rehabilitation.

Whilst in this phase, very fine grained information about the patients condition is docu-

mented by different members of the medical staff, e.g. doctors, therapists and the nursing

staff, which is normally done handwriting. No standards exist yet for this documenta-

tion. Therefore each institution handles this process using its own standards [HBB+06].

Documentation is either persisted as a more or less structured text document or the hand-

written form is scanned. Structured data, which are generally present are routine records,

accounting data and sensor data. Routine records and accounting data are usually used as a

foundation for analysis and reports. But the less structured documentation offers valuable

insight about the rehabilitation of patients [STM+11].

This scenario raises the question of how to enable a continuous, combined analysis of

poly-structured data for measuring and monitoring the progress of patients rehabilitation.

2 Determine the available Information and subsequent Questions

Expert interviews were conducted in order to determine the available information, the

available structured and unstructured data and to discuss possible approaches. In the first

round, IT managers from six hospitals were interviewed. Interviews with head and senior

physicians were conducted in a second round. The interviews lasted between one and two

hours and were carried out by one interviewer. Following the interviews, one hospital

offered to provide sample data for one patient from a monitoring station. The sample data

consists of structured and unstructured data. The structured data is extracted from the

clinical information system whilst the unstructured data is available partly as MS Word

documents and partly as scanned images.

IT managers were chosen as interview partners for a first round of interviews because

they have excellent knowledge about the domain and a technical background. They can

hopefully provide immediate feedback about the possibility and feasibility of the presented

approach here. Topics discussed during the interviews with the IT managers included:

• General information about the organization (e.g. technical equipment, number of

employees)

• Systems and data (e.g. software used for reports and analysis, collected and specially

prepared data, collection for unstructured data)

• Questions (e.g. typical questions for analysis, boundaries of present solutions)

• Requirements (e.g. requirements for the processing of unstructured data, analysis

which should be possible)

One of the results of the interviews is that the IT landscapes of most hospitals are com-

parable. There is always a settlement system and a clinical information system. All other
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systems are usually connected to those two, either directly or via a communication server.

This is a result of the continuous efforts to integrate clinical information system more

tightly [HW08]. All hospitals provide a software solution to conduct analysis and reports.

These differ in terms of their approach of gathering the necessary data. One approach is

to gather all relevant data directly from all systems. An alternative approach is to gather

all data from the settlement and clinical information systems. Typical questions regarding

method and software solutions for a combined analyses of structured and unstructured data

included:

• How does one improve the process and persistance of unstructured data?

• Is it possible to offer a simple software solution for searching unstructured data?

• For which key user is it necessary to provide the possibility to work with unstruc-

tured data?

More detailed interviews with the medical staff are currently being prepared and con-

ducted. In a first round questions regarding the actual documentation process, shortcom-

ings of present mechanisms, scientific research questions and requirements that a method

should meet were discussed, with a focus monitoring stations. As it turned out, there exists

a multitude of unstructured data in monitoring stations. Questions which rose during the

interviews included:

• How would it be possible to directly monitor and analyze the success of a patients

treatment?

• How can the factors for a success of a patient’s treatment be identified?

• How can patients be clustered by different and changing characteristics?

An continuous, combined analyses of structured and unstructured data for improving the

care situation of individual patients was considered highly desirable by all interview part-

ners. For a first assessment of the discussed possibilities, one hospital provided sample

data. The data provided is typical for patients from monitoring stations. It consists of a

patients core data like name, address, birthday etc. and all case based information. Differ-

ent cases as well as the patient are identified by a unique number. The structured data is

gathered from the settlement and the clinical information system and is prepared for being

persisted in a MS SQL database with MS Analysis Services. The data can be accessed

with most Data Warehouse solutions. The MS Word and image files are structured on the

file system. File names contain the patient and case numbers. The individual documents

are organized in sub folders for different aspects of the treatment (e.g. medical history, di-

agnosis, documentation, misc etc.). A corresponding XML file exists which contains meta

data (e.g. core data, case data, patient information etc.). Whilst most Word documents

have a repeating structure depending on their use case, the images contain scanned, hand

written documents.
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3 Developing an Approach for Measuring and Monitoring the Reha-

bilitation of Patients on Monitoring Stations

For a recurring analysis of great amounts of data with an increasing complexity of the

analysis Data Warehouses in combination with Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) have

been established. Analytical Information Systems (AIS) are, in differentiation to operative

transaction-oriented systems, systems which support analytical and planning activities. It

is not possible to integrate unstructured data into a DWH without a great deal of effort and

a considerable chance of failure. In addition, it is not possible with the given technical,

organizational, economic and legal circumstances [CG10].

Most institutions run their own systems for to conduct analysis and to create reports. But

those systems are limited in their flexibility and extendibility. In some cases they even

offer just predefined solutions for creating reports. The work is structured by the design

science research process. According to Pfaff et al. the design science research process

consists of six stages, which are problem identification & motivation, objectives of solu-

tion, design & development, demonstration, evaluation and communication [PTG06]. A

problem identification and motivation was given in section 1, objectives of a solution were

determined through interviews with experts and potential key users, although not yet con-

cluded, gives reasonable grounds for the desired objectives. At this stage a conceptual and

a prototypical approach were developed, which will both be presented in the upcoming

sections.

3.1 Conceptual Approach

Based on the findings of the interviews, various technologies were examined which could

support the method and the questions obtained. With MUSTANG (Multidimensional Sta-

tistical Data Analysis Engine) a software exists which is in use in various institutions in

the health care sector. It is used for conducting exploratory analysis. Whilst MUSTANG

offers flexible analysis it belongs to the class of AIS and only works with an underlying

DWH. Therefore a direct analysis of unstructured data is not possible [KAS13]. Hence,

another tool which is capable of doing so is needed. With Apache Solr exists an extend-

able and adaptive solution for realizing salable search applications. Apache Solr is based

on Apache Lucence for the search component and Apache Tika for handling unstructured

data. The downside is, that each document has to be added to Solr’s index. Following that

preliminary consideration an approach consisting of four elements was developed.

Harmonization of given data sources: For being able to work with heterogeneous data

in a first it is necessary to harmonize the given sources as far as possible. Thus,

create a unified scheme for the structured data. Together with potential stakeholders

it has to be decided which data is absolutely necessary for answering the various

questions raised.

Implementation of the analysis of unstructured data: It is not possible to harmonize

unstructured data in the way as structured data for integrating them into an AIS.
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Therefore the application of data mining technologies is necessary to extract the

required information. Moreover it is important that the unstructured data can be

searched.

Development of a suitable process: Depending on the systems and sources from which

data should be brought together, a process must be developed. In this process must

be specified which an how the data is brought together and how it should be prepared

for making it available to the analysis software.

Implementation of the necessary software applications: For conducting the analysis the

development and implementation of a portfolio of software applications is neces-

sary. It is important to ensure that new data is automatically added to the data basis.

Furthermore potential end users must be able to conduct analysis on their own.

3.2 Prototypical Approach

A first and very simple prototype was developed to evaluate the technical feasibility of

the discussed ideas. It was applied to the sample data and the results were discussed

with potential stakeholders. The prototype consists of a MUSTANG and a Apache Solr

installation. The analysis of the structured data was handled by MUSTANG. Keywords

from the results were then manually added to Solr’s search query. It was now possible to

search and find suitable documents by their meta data. Moreover it was possible to do a

full text search on all MS Word documents. A correlation between the result sets has to

be made manually. At this stage, the ETL process for the data warehouse is done by the

hospital and the copying process for the unstructured data has to be carried out manually.

In the further development process it is planned to adjust the ETL process and implement

an automated procedure for deploying the unstructured data.

As a result of this first test with the provided sample data it can be concluded that the com-

bination of an AIS with a platform for search and retrieval of information in unstructured

data is not only possible but very promising.

4 Planned Evaluation and Outlook

The involvement of potential key users and stakeholders of a solution for a combined

analysis of structured and unstructured data ensures that the conceptual work and the de-

velopment of the prototype are valuable and appropriate. Moreover important question

formulations can only be carved out in co-operation with key users. Although the work

is in a very early stage, feedback on the conceptual and a prototypical approach was very

positive. For a next step more and more detailed interviews with key users are planned.

It is necessary to clarify further the requirements and objectives for the method and the

accompanying software solution. As for the prototype further tests are needed. In addition

to this date it is uncertain how to proper integrate the AIS with the search and retrieval

platform. Approaches which will be explored include integration on service level and
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integration on GUI level.

For demonstrating method and prototype it is planned to use them in cooperation with an

hospital to measure and monitor rehabilitation of patients from a monitoring station. For

this purpose, method and prototype must be kept in development. It is planned to involve

the medical staff in the whole process. Two approaches are intended for evaluation of

the presented approach. On the one hand, extensive expert interviews will he held. On

the other hand, the prototype will be used for retrospective analysis. The result will be

compared with existing ones.
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